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Color codes of thesis/dissertations. S.N. Progarmme. Color Code. 1. Ph.D.( Science). Black with golden letters. 2.
Ph.D.(Humanities). Red with golden letters. 3.

It can assist ambitions and desires to become reality. While white isn't stimulating to the senses, it opens the
way for the creation of anything the mind can conceive. It relates to one-to-one communication rather than
mass communication. Don't use dirty versions of yellow such as mustard - they have negative connotations. If
several of his senses are appealed to as well, he can be persuaded particularly successfully. Keywords:
Positive Color Meanings in Business: integrity and sincerity structure and regulations highly responsible
idealism obedience highly intuitive, practical visionary faithful commitment to the truth and selflessness
Negative Color Meanings in Business: fanatical, judgmental, impractical intolerant and inconsiderate
depressed, fearful, self-righteous a conformist addictive bigoted and avoiding conflict Using Indigo in
Business Indigo is a good choice when integrity and sincerity is your message. Too much blue can encourage
boredom, manipulation or a rigid outlook. Few use colour as a prominent weapon to launch a product and few
do not consider color as an x factor. For business to business marketing it is creating value, solutions, and
relationships either short term or long term with a company or brand. Many females often choose colors in the
purple range, varying from deep purple and violet, to mauve and lavender, and plum colors, as they grow
older. Well educated people respond well to tertiary colors and those given unusual names. Gold and navy or
gold and black are good choices when selling quality products to men, whether it is used in packaging,
promotional materials or on a website. The youth market tends to be attracted to black with its sophistication
and rebelliousness. Age: Babies: cry more in a yellow room. Green motivates people to join social groups and
satisfies their need to belong. It is the color of the moon with its ever changing moods relating to emotional
and sensitive energies - it is compassionate. Indigo is also the color of the fanatic and the conformist as well as
the addictive personality. Make sure you can see everything on your cover. The right color is worth a thousand
wordsand can even make a multi-million dollar difference. The term marketing concept holds that achieving
organizational goals depends on knowing the needs and wants of target markets and delivering the desired
satisfactions. Mood What mood do you want your marketing to create? To develop colors that work in sync
with each other as well as color combinations that is so unusual that they create that "wow" factor. He
therefore instituted a dress and grooming code that became an inflexible set of rules and regulations within
IBM. Climate Based Color Preferences: People tend to prefer colors that duplicate the colors relating to their
climate. Indigo is an advantage in businesses where structure and tradition are important, such as educational
institutions, law firms and banks. Some colors pop out, others recede. People buy based on emotion, what are
the choices for brand color and marketing mix that will set the right mood for the business? The Marketing
Mix or the "4 P's" are: Product Price Promotion Place The concept of "4 p' s" is replaced by the concept of "7
p's" they are product price place promotion people positioning packaging These are employed to satisfy a
target market' or target demographic the pool of potential customers. The research work undertaken tries to
show the importance of colours in the marketing area and how the marketing department uses them in order to
communicate with the market place. Though at first the choice seems irrelevant and frivolous, in reality, the
choice of your cover color is a symbolic representation of all your time and energy that you spent writing your
thesis. Also a popular way of choosing thesis cover colors is a simplified version of color psychology, which
has been outlined here. Blue should not be used for food related businesses as it is a color that does not occur
naturally in food, except for blueberries, and it is associated with mould and 'off' food. Pre-adolescent children
are attracted to purple along with the other bright primary and secondary colors and these colors should always
feature on products and marketing designed for this age group. With its suggestion of simplicity, cleanliness
and safety, white works well for businesses promoting hi-tech products, kitchen appliances, bathroom items,
infant and health related products and those promoting order and efficiency.


